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About This Game

Experience what is like to be on stranded islands where only your decisions can keep you in life.
Try to find more survivors as you explore tropical islands and always be ready for a rescue by ship or a plane.

If you want to see tomorrow you need to grow vegetables and hunt animals with trap, collect fruits and stay away from
dangerous animals and poisonous plants.

Your primary goal is to escape from these beautiful but deadly islands and there will be situations to choose what is less bad for
you in order to keep you alive.

While you are stuck on this isolated archipelago you can explore rainforests, coral reefs, waterfalls, exotic animals and many
more.

BASIC FEATURES:

- Open world map
- Crafting-Inventory System

- Day-Night Cycle and Dynamic Weather
- Hunger-Thirst System with food poisoning and dehydration

MAIN FEATURES:

- Two endings game
- Missions with more endings
- Other human AI characters

- Character conversations
- Facial animation

- Voice actors

ANIMAL FEATURES:

- Plenty of exotic animals
- Hunt Animals

- Being attacked by animals
- Trap system for animals

SUBTITLES FOR LANGUAGES:
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- GERMAN
- PORTUGUESE-BRAZIL

- RUSSIAN
- SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

- SERBIAN

Main aspect of Tropical Escape is story and missions that can lead you to success or more bigger problem but in that time all
necessary survival conditions are included for game to be way more than just repetitive survival game.

FUTURE ROADMAP

We want to keep developing game even after release, and if you support us we will try to implement multiplayer and co-op so
you can play story with your friends and make playtime more interesting.
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Title: Tropical Escape
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stefan Stankovic, Nikola Lackovic
Publisher:
Stefan Stankovic, Nikola Lackovic
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 32bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-3330 | AMD FX™-4300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 760 | AMD Radeon™ R9 270 | (2GB VRAM) or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are NOT officially supported.

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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So I am a fan of Vietnam games and throughout my time playing video games this one slipped under the radar of mine so I
bought it when I saw it was $2.50. I've had a blast.

The Multiplayer Works (with some weird bugs that can be fixed if you validate your cache a couple times).
The Campaign is Fun but be warned this game is HARD!

The graphics are surprisingly good or atleast better than I expected. The camo that your characters wear actually works in game
if you use it correctly.

Overall this is a fun Vietnam shooter but be warned it is old.. The best part of the game is unlocking a new breed and getting to
experience a new play style! Lots of learning how to make unconventional parasites to hunt down your prey!. Although I cannot
say I know much about these locomotives, being a US steam guy, I can say this is a nice DLC. The addon comes with 3 Diesel
Hydraulics, the 35 42 and 52, and all come with multiple liveries. Although only have 1 scenerio per loco, totaling at 3
scenerios, the locomotives are quite nice to run. The cabs are well detailed, and the 35 has a great little supprise in the back of
the cab.. My buddy and I couldn't connect our gumboys together. This is insanity! Don't buy this game, don't gift, and do not
buy 5 other copies. I'm bad and I should feel bad.. They say don't fix what ain't broke, and the original beat hazard had a
winning formula. This sequel retains all the fast paced action you know and love while modernizing it for the streaming era of
music!

The track detection works very well, only failing when i hit the real obscure stuff on Bandcamp, and the leaderboards are
already in place! If you plan on using open mic mode for music streaming, I recommend you use a Line In port if you have one
to remove potential background noise from interfering with enemy generation and weapons.

Having integrated streaming from popular services like spotify would improve the experience, but even if that doesn't happen,
I'm very impressed with what we already have and look forward to future updates!. Honestly, I suggest it to those that are
competitive Or love animals like me. This game has potential.
It's quite humorous considering a meerkat can kill a lioness, Not that it's 'impossible.'
  I suggest changing and balancing the creatures, And possibly lowering the thirst and hunger bar.
  2 seconds later, I'm dying of thirst. I personally love this game though.. Company of Heroes in WW I.
It works around as well as you would imagine. (not the luckiest of combinations if you ask me)
Texture work, new gameplay features and VO are expertly designed and executed. If for nothing else you should give it a try for
the effort and the experties put in. And then there is plenty to enjoy as well...

As for me. I am eagerly waiting for the addition of Austria-Hungary, before jumping full blow into the game.
I mean, my profile picture is Conrad von Hötzendorf in sunglasses.... Nightmares from the Deep: The Siren`s Call picks up the
story one year after the conclusion of the previous game's story. This time around you embark on an adventure to save a siren
and to lift a curse cast upon Kingsmouth that makes its inhabitants gradually transform into aquatic creatures.

Although the story is connected to the first game from the series, you don\u2019t need to have played The Cursed Heart to
enjoy The Siren\u2019s Call because this game serves very well as a stand-alone game. However, if you find yourself enjoying
either of them, I highly recommend you play the entire series, concluding with Nightmares from the Deep: Davy Jones.
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The exciting plot, the fun gameplay, the lovely concept art, the mysterious atmosphere, the ambiance and music closely follow
the style of the first game and are up to the standards that Artifex Mundi got us used to. In addition to what you expect of a high-
quality Artifex Mundi game, this game offers a lot of interactive moments (for example the scene in which you have to
extinguish a fire), clever plot twists and turns, smooth animations and slow-motion shots. All of these combined make for
immersive gameplay and deliver a very pleasant gaming experience.

More reviews on the Lilly's Corner Curator page
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eeeh, its alright, but its nothing compared to Unreal.. Pros:
- Attempt to look close to quake
Cons:
- Very poor optimization (No optimization at all?)
- Ugly controls
- Poor design
- No checkpoints. 10\/3\/2017 UPDATE: Just get Mutant Football League. Stay away from this. You're welcome.

---

This is a tough one for me, because I legitimately want to recommend this game. Every time I start it up I get a little excited, the
game just looks so promising. You know it's not going to be Madden but it looks like one of those neat little PC gems with so
much potential. However, pretty quickly things go off the rails.
The customization options are nice, every player's skills can be modified from 1 \u2013 99, but unless you want to make a team
of absolute beasts with 99 skills all over the place what's the point? Kicking 80 yard field goals is fun at first but it obviously
gets old quickly. You can also customize your team's jerseys, again pretty cool on its face, but this isn't enough to get me into
the game.
The actual football of this game is borderline atrocious. Players fly into the air after being tackled or, alternatively, magically
dodge every tackle even when players slam directly into them. Passing with the mouse, for me at least, is rough; lotta
interceptions and incompletes. There's no penalties, no trading in franchise mode, no free agents, no injuries, and I didn't play it
long enough to find out but it doesn't look like there's any kind of draft; so essentially you just play the same season over and
over again, there's no progression. Also, if you ask your coach to just suggest a play on offense it doesn't even tell you if it's a
pass or run play. The whole presentation of the actual game is fairly lacking as well, just bland.
Overall, if this is your only choice for football I guess ... I mean... maybe? It depends on how desperate you are, and that's the
key word here: desperate. If you have Madden, stick with Madden. I know it's unfair to compare this game to Madden but what
else is there to compare it to? Maybe get Blood Bowl instead, that game is fun as hell. This would've been a really fun game in
the PS2 era, but even with the lowered expectations that go along with indie PC titles this just isn't worth it. Maybe next year..
The samples are pretty good quality, and give good alternative to the ones already in RU. Not much to say about it, although I
think the price is a bit steep for what it is. Unless you play with RU a ton, I suggest waiting for a higher sale (if that will
happen).. Amazing Game, perfect for a group of friends to play on a couch like Monopoly or The Game of Life. Pretty good
game with interesting story. Very good combat and cool soundtrack. Pixelart graphic makes it good looking.
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